From Door-to-Door to Global
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Founded in 1946 on the core principles of broad selection, superior quality and
personal service, for over a half century Hubert has supplied the food and beverage
industry with every conceivable product to prepare, serve and merchandize readymade and To-Go food and drink as well as retail food essentials. From its humble
beginnings servicing mom-and-pop butcheries in Cincinnati, Ohio, out of the back
of the founder George Hubert’s car, the company has transformed itself into a
global multi-channel merchant selling over 30,000 products in five countries and
languages via more than 100 custom and direct online sites running on Intershop’s
e-commerce platform.
Hubert selected Intershop because of its ability to support a complex business
model and an architecture that enabled fast launches of new customer sites.

VISION: MAINTAIN BRAND REPUTATION AND ENABLE
SELF-SERVICE PURCHASING

In the early to mid-1990’s, Hubert was shipping an ever-expanding product catalog
to thousands of business customers across North America who would place orders
by phone or fax during regular business hours. In early 2000 Hubert went through
the first of a series of evolutions and deployed a home-grown e-commerce solution
then began selling products in Germany, France and Switzerland in 2008. Forwardthinking company leadership soon recognized that serving customers online
would play an ever-increasing role in its business. Hubert envisioned an enterprise
grade, companywide e-commerce solution with three specific goals.

1.

Enable anytime, anywhere customized purchasing. Hubert sought
an e-commerce solution that would allow it to offer individual
customization which is difficult to achieve in print catalogs. The
company also wanted to support customers that operate outside of
regular Hubert business hours. This includes allowing the customer
who is open until midnight to place orders for supplies at 2am via their
website.

2. Translate established merchandising consulting practices to an online
medium. This would allow smaller food service companies and retailers
to benefit from Hubert’s marketing and merchandizing experience to
grow sales.
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3. Enhance its metrics tracking. Moving offline to online meant migrating
analytics from catalog sends and response rates to include web metrics
such as website visits, conversion rates, shopping cart abandonment,
SEO and SEA. This required an organizational sea change and shifting
of marketing dollars to support the e-commerce initiative.
To achieve these goals, Hubert needed a robust e-commerce platform that could
handle the complexities of its burgeoning global business.
After evaluating customer use scenarios and establishing the company’s
e-commerce goals, Hubert identified several requirements for their new platform.
Mark Woodrow, Vice President Marketing at Hubert Co. LLC said, “We carry over
30,000 SKUs that needed to be uploaded to the site and easily merchandized for our
customers. We also required a high degree of customization built into each customer
site. The e-commerce solution needed to maintain the high-level of service to which our
customers are accustomed.”
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Woodrow continues, “While our catalog business won’t go away, we wanted our
e-commerce site to provide the ability to interact more with customers in a different
way than we were used to doing. It would allow us to provide additional product
information and content for merchandizing sales.”

THE SOLUTION: TURNING COMPLEXITY INTO ADVANTAGE
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After evaluating several platforms, Hubert selected Intershop based on its ability
to support the complexity of the business, its knowledge and expertise of B2B
e-commerce and their ability to customize web sites based on each customer’s
unique requirements. Intershop provided a solution that could service the multicountry aspects of Hubert’s business such as language and taxation without
starting from scratch. Intershop was also able to integrate easily and effectively
with the internal operating system and Hubert’s content management system,
Agility®.
Woodrow said, “We were impressed by Intershop’s unique knowledge of B2B
e-commerce and how it could support us in customization and also internationally. We
were able to take the Intershop e-commerce platform, use it as a framework to build
out our many sites and configure it to support our business. It was the best solution that
blended the need for a standard, but flexible solution.”
Intershop provided an e-commerce platform with consistent functionality and
the ability to brand each site differently. This helped Hubert roll out the platform
quickly and efficiently as well as providing a cost-effective solution when launching
new customer sites.
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A MANAGED APPROACH

Hubert made the strategic decision to deploy Intershop as a managed service to
meet its scale requirements. Using Intershop’s full-service e-commerce capabilities,
Hubert can easily scale to support new customer sites without worrying about the
back-end infrastructure.
Greg Banks, Director of Marketing and Ecommerce, said, “Cost was not the major
driver in the decision to use a managed service approach. Instead, we went this route
because we could scale using a platform that was in line with our business growth
requirements.”
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The solution allows Hubert to leverage Intershop’s extensive experience across the
entire e-commerce process chain, in addition to specialist technical skills.

CUSTOM SITES MEAN MORE PERSONALIZED SALES

Selling from the back of a Studebaker is no longer practical, but Hubert remains
true to its brand offering custom and personalized sales. Hubert is now using its
e-commerce platform to extend this promise of personal service online. With
Intershop, Hubert now has an e-commerce template approach to customizing sites
more efficiently regardless of customers’ unique needs or geography. For example,
Hubert can offer customers:
Ball Bottle

 Preferred products display
 Reporting function by job role, for management or corporate analysis
 Checkout preferences for immediate orders and those requiring
procurement approvals
 Customer and site-specific product offerings. Major initiatives promoted as
flash banners
 Additional marketing material incorporated into the structure of the
custom site
Hubert can now launch new customer sites in record time, based on the customers’
business model and unique requirements. More importantly, Hubert is able to help
its customers streamline the entire purchasing process via the e-commerce site.
Banks said, “Due to the complexity of the B2B purchasing relationship, we offer our
customers a way to build custom sites or even project sites where a company might
want to sell a specific program to all its subsidiaries, for example, where a hotel might
pre-package a breakfast program. We can build those sites offering the standardized
kits, ready to purchase. As part of our commitment to customers, we also constantly
review analytics to identify where customization might help. Based on the analytics we
can make recommendations and then build the customized site with the features to
benefit their end-customers.”
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Intershop enabled Hubert to offer a combination of direct and custom sites for
larger customers. The company has over 100 customized sites that are co-branded
with customized content such as pricing or unique products. Intershop allows
Hubert to arrange its online orders to fit these needs.

EXPANSION ABROAD
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Taking the US catalog and directly applying it to Europe is not possible because
of the different specifications, cultures and sales models. Intershop has allowed
Hubert to easily offer different products, preferences and sizing as well as
advice on how to merchandize stores and food service lines unique to a country
and customer’s needs. Woodrow said, “We now can manage the different sites,
catalogs, languages and currencies all centrally from Ohio, while allowing the
individual country teams to update as their division requires.”

During the Summer of 2010, Hubert launched its European sites, followed by
the North American sites in autumn 2010. With Intershop, Hubert now operates
online in the US, Canada, France, Switzerland and Germany. The sites receive over
a 2.2 million visits per year. Intershop has made it possible to support multiple
currencies, languages and preferences which change from country to country.
Hubert has an e-commerce platform that can support the business as it continues
to expand internationally.

READY FOR THE FUTURE

While Hubert continues to evolve its internal organization to take full advantage of
their new online capabilities, it is helping its customers find and purchase the right
equipment and supplies wherever they may be and however they want to buy.
And Intershop will continue to support Hubert as the company expands its global
footprint. “We have been extremely pleased with Intershop. The product provides
enough structure and flexibility so that we can customize our sites through the use of
templates. Intershop works well with our other systems and provides a stable platform
for us to build our business, take advantage of the insights we learn as we develop new
sites and be more efficient,” said Woodrow.
“A multi-channel approach to our business, making use of both the Web and direct
marketing, has helped us to support our customers better and in return has increased
[their] loyalty and retention.”
The Intershop platform continues to offer new functionality to Hubert. Banks
concluded, “Intershop gives us a far more robust technology to help grow and expand.
As we continue to rollout the functionality in the product, it is helping us to re-think our
strategy from a catalog channel company to multi-channel. It gives us the ability to
scale to become a major player in the marketplace; all critical to our success.”
“And while our industry is behind in mobile e-commerce adoption, we cannot wait.
The Intershop platform allows us to get ahead of mobile to support our customers in
whatever channel they select.”
It is a culture of evolution and constantly staying ahead of the market that ensures
Hubert’s year over year growth. Yet with a sophisticated e-commerce platform
that includes headroom for scaling to meet the company’s needs, Hubert remains
true to their brand values of hands on service and superior product offerings.
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